SRH-L Mini series pallet
Li-Ion
With capacities of 1,500 to 2,000 kg

Easy battery access
and exchange

Easy & Efficient

Safety

The SRH Series 1.5t & 2t Mini
Lithium-ion Pallet Trucks
have been redesigned and
have a slick modern industrial design appearance. The
ultra-smooth lines and compact proﬁle reflect ultra high
tech design with special
attention to the ergonomics

The SRH Series 1.5t & 2t Mini
Lithium-ion Pallet Trucks
have been redesigned and
have a slick modern industrial design appearance. The
ultra-smooth lines and compact proﬁle reflect ultra high
tech design with special
attention to the ergonomics

Beautifully moulded with
sleek compact design for
effortless operation and use
in confined spaces

Maintenance
The battery indicator
prompts the user to charge
the battery.
Easy engine access is very
convenient for the maintenance of the entire machine.
All rotating shafts are
equipped with a lubricating
sleeve and oil cup, which is
convenient for maintenance

The upright-tiller running
function allows continuous
operation in confined spaces
like containers

The modular tiller is simple
but reliable, All parts inside
can be replaced separately
and all operations can be
performed single handedly

The charger is compact and
easy to store

Ultra smooth and amazingly quiet the SRH series mini walkie
pallet truck has a 6 hour battery life with ultra fast charge
technology.
The upright-tiller running
function allows continuous
operation in confined spaces
like containers

High performance
A generous 6-hour battery life
ensures even the most demanding warehouses can operate
unhindered.
A permanent magnet travel
motor ensures excellent performance attributes and low heat
emissions. Lower heat = better
performance and longevity.
The latest CURTIS permanent
magnet control system offers
excellent,
high-efficiency, and stable control performance.
Ultra hi-tech regenerative braking improves safety and reduces
slipping on slopes significantly.
The fork truck uses quality components from leading manufactures worldwide including controllers, hydraulic power packs,
switches, plug connectors, and
other important parts.
The battery can be fully charged
in 2 hours thanks to ultra-fast
charging technology, and the
life of the battery cells has been
improved up to 1200 cycles using
combination technology. This offers offer excellent performance
and reliability, the hallmark of the

Comfort

Reliability

Relentless R&D and a real quest
to design the ultimate fork tuck
has resulted in a design and
structure that’s optimised for
operator comfort and safety. The
design takes into account the
need to monitor a load visually
from all angles.
A super compact design ensures
ﬂexiblity and extremely easy and
convenient operation and the
upright-tiller running function allows work within conﬁned spaces such as containers and other
very small areas.

A three-point support design has
been used with a side support
system providing safety and
stability.
An optimised design on the
lifting rod ensures there is a
very small force applied to the
bearings ensuring longer life and
better reliability.
All plug connectors are waterproof, and wires and cables
protected, which increases the
reliability of the electrical system.

A standard fork height of 80mm
and a guiding device is added
to facilitate access and exit of
pallets (including closed-deck
pallets). The battery is easily
removed via the side of the truck
and features a small volume
compartment.
Easy charging is achieved without removing the battery out
from the truck.

The cutting-edge hydraulic power unit features low noise, low vibration, and a stable and reliable
rising and lowering action.
Stamping moulded forks have
higher strength and impact resistance, with even higher working
efficiency coupled with the forktip guiding function.
The interlock switch is a
non-contact proximity switch
and extremely reliability.
A one-piece iron wheel hood offers superior truck body protection against impacts.
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